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"I'm not on trial. San Francisco is."An accused murderer called Kingfisher is about to go on trial for

his life. Or is he? By unleashing unexpected violence on the lawyers, jurors, and police involved in

the case, he has paralyzed the city. Detective Lindsay Boxer and the Women's Murder Club are

caught in the eye of the storm.Now comes a courtroom shocker you will never see

coming.BookShotsLIGHTNING-FAST STORIES BY JAMES PATTERSON  Novels you can devour

in a few hours Impossible to stop listeningAll original content from James Patterson
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James Patterson has written more bestsellers and created more enduring fictional characters than

any other novelist writing today. He lives in Florida with his family.Maxine Paetro has collaborated

with James Patterson on the bestselling Women's Murder Club and Private series. She lives with

her husband in New York State.

Read this book in a little over an hour. I love James Patterson books and have read all of The

Women's Murder Club books. However I did not like this rapid fire way of telling the story. The plot

was good but did not develop the story line in enough depth. I probably will not buy another of these

BookShot books!

As I've stated on the James Patterson  Forum page, I am annoyed with the 2 authors (James



Patterson and Maxine Paetro). Here is why: the Kingfisher character first appeared I believe in "14th

Deadly Sin" novel. I happened to stumble upon (bookshot) "The Trial". If I had not, how was I to

know the outcome with the Kingfisher character is found in "The Trial? NOTHING in the "14th

Deadly Sin" novel directed me to read the bookshot "The Trial". I would have been wondering what

happened to the Kingfisher character. Bit pricey for a book versus a novel.

I have read many stories by this author and enjoyed all of them. I have never read a story that was

written by this author that I have not enjoyed. I would recommend any of the books that are written

by this author as a story that is worth reading.This author has written about a lot of different

characters in many different stories any one of them would be worth reading. I am looking forward to

reading more stories by this author.

I really like the characters in the Women's Murder Club, so I knew that I would enjoy this BookShot.

Although short, it was a good story and kept me interested until the end. Good price, too. James

Patterson knows what he's doing.

i am a fan of the womans murder club and enjoy reading the ensuing stories by patterson with these

characters. as always he does allow you to get a feel for the friendship of these women while

allowing for the mystery, thriller story line. anyone who is a fan of this type of story line will find this a

good book to read without being heavy on the graphic violence that so many of this type of book

can have. all in all it was a good way to spend some quiet time reading which we all should spend

time doing.

I love The Trial. It was action from the beginning to the end. Made you wonder about a lot of things.

Fast moving. Thanks, loved itÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â‚¬ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€š I

also like all the characters even including the bad ones ..very interesting!!

While this is billed as a Women's Murder Club mystery, the only member of the club with any

meaningful presence is Lindsay Boxer. Sorry, authors ,one of the things I liked best in the earlier

Women's Murder Club novels was the interplay between the Club's four members. That is almost

totally missing here. On the plus side, the plot is engrossing, the bad guy truly evil and there is lots

of gunfire and blood. But too many interesting characters were left at the starting line.



I read this book in one seating. It was great, as always. I will be recommending it to my friends. I

have read all he books in this series and am already looking forward to the next one.
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